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The current way we dispose of our waste 
and the way we generate electricity adds 
to air pollution and to global warming.
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There’s an opportunity to 
generate energy from waste…

The five sites have a combined 
potential capacity of 18.6 MW of 
electricity.

It’s the largest municipal-driven 
renewable energy development 
in South Africa to date.

This is how the cycle works:

Landfill gas Energy

We are converting landfill gas to 
energy.

This will mitigate greenhouse 
gases from five landfill sites in 
Johannesburg.
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Electricity in Johannesburg is 
generated from (non renewable) 
coal fired power stations.

Households and businesses 
consume goods and generate waste 
that is taken by municipal trucks to 
landfill sites.

The waste that is 
compacted on landfill sites 
emits dangerous methane 
gas into the atmosphere.

That gas is disposed of 
through burning, which 
release gases more safely 
into the atmosphere. This is 
not an ideal practice.

Burning the gases in this 
way contributes to global 
warming.

The energy present in 
the gas - which is a 
renewable energy 
resource -  is wasted.

Governance

The big idea..

Timeline and highlights

Go!

Generating clean energy in the face of obstacles 

More information see links below

We could not do this 
project alone. We needed 
a partnership.

We faced two 
obstacles:

This project involves the 
public and private sector:

Public Private

The City of 
Johannesburg

EISD Pikitup 

Energy Joburg

- Department in the municipality 
- Oversees the project

- Manages the landfills 
- In charge of waste disposal

- Has been granted the rights to 
  the methane gas on 5 Joburg 
  sites for 20 years

-  Has the responsibility to design, 
  build, own and operate the gas 
  to electrcity system, for that period

- Funds the capital infrastructure

- Is contracted to produce a total 
  output of 13MW in that period

Green text: The infrastructure development 
process in Robinson Deep

Black text: Process for getting national approval

works closely with

Cycle of
renewable 
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Mayoral approval 
to pursue the 
project; high 
level technical 
studies

Legal contracts 
concluded with 
Energy Joburg 
for Robinson 
Deep

Construction 
phase of wells 
and piping 
system 
completed at 
Robinson Deep 
landfill

City of 
Johannesburg 
awarded a 20 
year contract to 
Energy Joburg 
systems to build, 
own operate and 
transfer the 
plant

Project reached 
preferred bidder 
status under the 
REIPPPP

Application for 
connection 
quote and 
license with 
NERSA

The project 
reaches financial 
closure under 
the REIPPPP 
processes

Commissioning 
phase – includes 
HV and LV 
electrical 
commissioning, 
commissioning 
gas collection 
system and 
start of 
commercial 
operations 
where 
electricity is fed 
into the grid

The City begins 
generating their 
first megawatt 
of power.
The project is 
due to run until 

Environmental 
Impact 
Assessment

Approval of 
waste licenses

Request for 
Proposal (RFP) 
issued.
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Legal

Contract

20 year

Contract

pricing permissions

The original plan was for the City, through City 
Power, to buy the electricity produced at the landfill 
sites. But an agreement could not be reached. The 
City Council met a lot of closed doors.

The minimum 
price proposed by 
Energy Joburg of 
71c/kWh was 
substantially 
higher than 
the average 
price of Eskom 
electricity at 
the time 
(52 c/kWh).

Pricing proposal

Municipalities 
may not  
generate 
their own 
electricity.

NERSA  says:

PERMISSIONS PRICING

NERSA says:

MFMA law: 
Procure services 
at best value for 
money.

Disagreement

The City felt 
unable to accept 
the proposed 
price offered by 
Energy Joburg.

Solution Goal Municipality

Energy Joburg 
submitted bids to 
the REIPPPP.

negotiations

Developing cleaner 
energy for a cleaner future.

Municpalities can 
only generate up 
to a maximum of 
1 MW. 

REIPPPP

PARTNERSHIPS

 We want to share what we 
learnt about going green. 

GO 
GREEN!

It is our only option.

It means changing 
our business model.

It means regulating for and 
not against sustainable 
practice (opening doors).

It means committing 
time and money.

It means factoring in 
the carbon costs of our waste. 

Negotiations between Energy Joburg and City Power on electricity tariffs.

Procurement phase for Robinson 
Deep – includes generators, HV 
connections and switch gear

Construction of the plant
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I'd like to introduce you to one 
innovative mechanism for reducing 
our carbon footprint in Johannesburg.

Joburg overcame significant 
governance obstacles smoothing the 
way for municipalities to generate 
and distribute renewable energy.

Energy
Joburg

PowerPurchaseAgreement

Eskom
EnergyJoburg

Dirty energy

Pricing impact Impact of the project

Lessons learned

Clean energy

- Cheap in the short term
- Expensive in the long term

- Expensive in the short term
- Cheap in the long term

As the green cycle repeats itself:

- The cost of clean energy comes down more and more
- Less greenhouse gas is emitted from the landfill site
- Surrounding communities breathe more easily
- Atmosphere temperature stabilises
- Less coal is used to power electricity power stations to 
  produce more goods
- Turning waste to energy helps reduce carbon emissions

- Energy Joburg will sell 13MW of power to Eskom from 
  these 5 sites over 20 years (2016-2036)

- Energy Joburg pays 25% royalties to the City from 
  electricity sales worth R1.3 million per quarter 

The problem: our carbon emissions are too high

has the choice to buy 
electricity from: 
- coal powered power 
  stations 
- or this clean source

.. an alternative waste 
management project
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It means supporting 
Green economy projects.

It means partnering.

Energy
Joburg  

Elec 
dep.
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